1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Stroke causes profound disturbances to cognition, and is a leading cause of adult disability. One of the most debilitating cognitive impairments is aphasia, which typically occurs following damage to language networks in the left hemisphere. As stroke-induced cortical lesions are essentially permanent, language recovery is thought to proceed from processes of reorganization and neural plasticity occurring in structurally intact brain tissue. Specifically, reorganization of the language network after stroke is associated with the recruitment of structurally intact, perilesional tissue ([@bb009]; [@bb0064]) and contralateral homotopic language areas ([@bb0041]; [@bb0060]; [@bb0061]). Although both perilesional and contralesional activities are thought to play a role in recovery, recruitment of perilesional areas is associated with a better long-term outcome ([@bb0020]), and a shift from right to left hemisphere activation has been observed to occur during spontaneous recovery ([@bb0050]) and with treatment ([@bb0067]). With the advent of noninvasive brain stimulation as a viable treatment for aphasia and post-stroke motor disorders, positive results have been obtained from efforts to induce a shift from contralesional to perilesional activity, either through excitatory stimulation of the affected hemisphere or through inhibition of the unaffected hemisphere ([@bb0026]; [@bb0031]; [@bb0042]; [@bb0053]). It is still unknown why perilesional tissue remains underactivated in some patients. In some cases, patients may have large lesions that engulf most of the left hemisphere language areas; as such, language processing must be relegated to right hemisphere homologues. However in other cases, perilesional tissue may be structurally intact, but 'functionally lesioned' ([@bb0022]) representing an ideal target for intervention. Therefore, noninvasive methods to identify functional abnormalities in the perilesional tissue will help guide physiological interventions to target the most relevant areas, and to assess their effectiveness. The current study demonstrates that spectral and nonlinear analyses of source localized MEG signals can be used to identify dysfunctional perilesional tissue.

One of the most prominent indices of tissue dysfunction following stroke is a change in spontaneous oscillatory activity measured by spectral analyses of MEG/EEG signals. Studies have found increased low frequency ([@bb007]; [@bb0019]; [@bb0029]; [@bb0035]; [@bb0069]) and attenuated high frequency ([@bb0013]) spontaneous activity, localized to the perilesional areas. Importantly, improved functional outcomes are associated with a reduction in perilesional low frequency amplification ([@bb0037; @bb0036]; [@bb0069]) and an increase in perilesional alpha-band functional connectivity ([@bb0066]). Thus, low frequency amplification and high frequency attenuation are promising indicators of dysfunctional perilesional tissue.

Although most characterizations of pathological spontaneous activity in stroke have centered on spectral analyses, researchers have also applied techniques from the field of nonlinear dynamics towards analysis of brain signals in other disorders (for a review, see [@bb0052]). In particular, measures based on the concept of entropy have been especially useful. The various algorithms incorporating this term aim for a measure of the complexity of neural dynamics, with complexity indicating a rich temporal structure that is neither random (e.g., white noise) nor strictly periodic. In this study, we examine multiscale entropy (MSE; [@bb0010; @bb0011]), an increasingly popular technique that assesses time series complexity across multiple time scales, reducing the arbitrariness inherent in pre-selecting a specific time scale (see the Methods section for details). Reduced MSE has recently been demonstrated in brain injury ([@bb0047]), autism ([@bb004]; [@bb008]) and Alzheimer\'s disease ([@bb0024]; [@bb0045]).

Given the success of MSE to characterize dysfunctional physiological signals, the current study aimed to compare MSE with the more traditional measures of spectral power in their ability to characterize perilesional dysfunction. We used beamforming analysis of MEG data to localize and quantify abnormal perilesional activity in patients who have had a stroke in the left hemisphere of the brain. The patients were participating in a MEG study of language processing, aiming to identify networks that are recruited to support language comprehension in post-stroke aphasia ([@bb0039]). In the present study, we analyzed spontaneous aspects of the MEG data collected from these patients, focusing on the intertrial interval of the language comprehension task, but obtaining very similar results from data extracted from the task periods. We hypothesized that, irrespective of engagement in a cognitive task, altered neural dynamics would be present in the perilesional tissue, compared to other brain regions and compared to the same brain regions in healthy control participants. We used both spectral-based and entropy-based measurements, and report here the similarities and differences found in these approaches. Specifically, the measures were compared along two levels: 1) the spatial extent of abnormal spontaneous activity detected by these measures and 2) the degree to which spontaneous perilesional activity predicted language activation in the right hemisphere homologues, a frequently observed consequence of damage or dysfunction in the left hemisphere language areas ([@bb0012]; [@bb0050]; [@bb0059]).

The above questions were addressed with five different analyses. To address the first question, we 1) computed voxel-based comparisons of source localized relative power and MSE between patients and controls. To illustrate the differences in power spectra that drove the differences between groups seen in the whole-brain maps, we 2) additionally computed power spectra in selected regions of interest (ROIs). To address the second question, we 3) computed task activation maps and 4) assessed correlations between task activation in the right hemisphere and characteristics of spontaneous signals in the left hemisphere. Finally, we 5) computed single subject maps to demonstrate the clinical utility of this approach for detecting tissue dysfunction within individual patients. Additionally, to further characterize the relationships between the nonlinear and spectral measures, we examined across-subjects correlations between MSE and relative power in different bands.

2. Methods {#sec2}
==========

2.1. Participants {#sec2.1}
-----------------

MEG data were obtained from three groups of participants, who had participated in studies of language comprehension ([@bb0039]; [@bb0038]). These included 25 patients (11 female, 2 left-handed) with aphasia, resulting from a single left-hemisphere ischemic stroke which occurred at least 6 months prior to testing (0.7--24.3 years, mean 5.8 years). Patients ranged in age from 34--72 years (mean 57). The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the NIH Intramural Program (NIH protocol 92-DC-0178). The participants were financially compensated.

Imaging data from aphasic participants were compared with data from two control groups. First, there was a young control group, consisting of 24 healthy subjects (12 female, aged 22--37, mean 27). Additionally, to control for the effects of aging, we recruited an older control group, consisting of nine healthy subjects matched in age to the aphasic patients (range 44--71, mean 53). All young and age-matched controls were right-handed. None of the participants reported any developmental language difficulties.

The aphasic patients and the older control subjects underwent an extensive battery of cognitive and neurolinguistic assessments in addition to MEG and structural MRI, while the younger controls only completed the neuroimaging components. All older control subjects tested were within the normal limits on all cognitive and linguistic tests, while the aphasic patients exhibited deficits consistent with their diagnosis of post-stroke aphasia. More details regarding the lesion characteristics and neuropsychological profiles of the patients can be found in [@bb0039].

The smaller number of age-matched controls reduced the power of our contrasts to reveal aging-related changes. However, as demonstrated in the results, both young and age-matched controls demonstrated comparable differences relative to aphasic patients, localized to the perilesional regions, although the effects were stronger for young controls. Critically, the age-matched controls served to confirm that the current findings were related to stroke and not aging.

2.2. Sentence picture-matching paradigm {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------------

The participants performed a sentence picture-matching task during MEG scanning. Complete details of the sentence and picture materials can be found in previous reports ([@bb0039]; [@bb0038]). A brief description of the paradigm is as follows. On each trial, subjects heard a sentence, spoken at a natural rate, while viewing a fixation cross. After the sentence, the fixation cross remained during a 3-s memory delay. Next, the cross was replaced by two pictures. Subjects indicated which picture correctly depicted the action described in the sentence, by pressing the left or right button on a fiber optic response box. Pictures remained on screen for 4 s, and were followed by an inter-trial interval of 2.1--2.25 s. Trials were presented in seven runs of 36 trials each, and subjects were allowed to rest in between runs if desired. The total time for the experiment was approximately 1 h and 30 min, including preparation.

Triggers were inserted into the MEG acquisition stream to allow for analysis of the MEG signal during each time period of the task. In the present study, we assessed spontaneous aspects of perilesional neural activity by analyzing data from the intertrial interval, using data epochs consisting of 1 s prior to sentence onset. Thus, analyses are based on 252 1-s epochs per participant. Data from the intertrial interval reflect a state of seated relaxation but high alertness, as participants were engaged in a cognitive task but were not actively processing sensory or cognitive information at the time. The possible implications of this selection of data as opposed to "true rest" are addressed in the Discussion section.

2.3. Anatomical MRI {#sec2.3}
-------------------

Each patient underwent an anatomical MRI session, for purposes of MEG source localization and lesion delineation. MRI was acquired on a General Electric, Signa 3-Tesla scanner with an 8-channel head coil, using parallel imaging with ASSET reconstruction. Scans included a T1-weighted 3D high-resolution MPRAGE (1 mm isotropic resolution, Fast Spin-echo T2, T2 and FLAIR (both 3.5 mm thick slices)). T1 images were skull stripped by applying a stripping procedure to the T2-weighted image, applying the resulting mask to the T1 image, and making further manual adjustments. This procedure produces better results than stripping the T1 image directly, due to the presence of large lesions that appear dark on T1 contrast.

Lesion borders were delineated using segmentation tools in FSL and ROI drawing tools in AFNI, based on a T1 intensity threshold followed by manual adjustments. Regions of gliosis were included in the lesion on the basis of hyperintense signal seen in a coregistered T2--FLAIR image. T1 images were spatially normalized by computing a 12-parameter affine registration between the individual patient brains and the "Colin brain" in Talairach space. Nonlinear registration algorithms produced slightly better registrations in some cases, but were not reliable for all patients in the presence of large lesions, so affine registration was adapted for consistency across the cohort. Cost-function masking was applied using the individual lesion masks to exclude the lesioned area from the warp computation. Using the computed affine matrices, both T1 anatomical images and lesion masks were warped into Talairach space for group analysis of lesion characteristics and source-localized MEG activation.

For the display of activation maps derived from patient data, we constructed a "composite lesion underlay" to indicate damaged regions with the greatest overlap across patients. The spatially normalized T1-weighted anatomical images of the 25 patients were averaged together. The resulting image was further darkened by subtracting a percentage of the signal proportional to the number of patients having a lesion at each voxel.

2.4. MEG acquisition and analysis {#sec2.4}
---------------------------------

MEG was recorded with a CTF Omega 2000 system, comprising 275 first order axial gradiometers. For environmental noise reduction, synthetic third-order gradiometer signals were obtained through adaptive subtraction of 33 reference channels located inside the MEG dewar far from the head. Signals were digitized at 600 Hz with an anti-aliasing filter at 125 Hz. Head position was tracked continuously using coils placed at three fiducial points on the head ([@bb0033; @bb0033]). The average head position over the entire experiment was used for source localization, and coregistered with the same fiducial points marked on the anatomical MRI using adhesive marker disks. In no cases did the total root-mean-square of movement for any coil exceed 1 cm.

2.5. Synthetic aperture magnetometry {#sec2.5}
------------------------------------

MEG source analysis was conducted using synthetic aperture magnetometry (SAM) ([@bb0062]), as implemented in CTF software (CTF, Port Coquitlam, British Columbia, Canada). SAM is a beamformer technique that can be used to compute the full time course of virtual channels at selected individual locations, or on a regular grid of locations (voxels) spread across the brain. SAM is a scalar beamformer, in which a nonlinear optimization technique is used to select one direction of current flow at each voxel to maximize dipole power. In short, SAM provides a series of weights for each voxel; the weights are computed so as to pass signal from a dipole located in the target voxel, while minimizing signal power from all other locations. We computed weights on a whole-brain grid of locations spaced 1 cm apart. These weights were then multiplied with the original sensor time series data to yield a new, spatially filtered, time series signal at each voxel (1 cm^3^). Normalized weights were used to render virtual signals in dimensionless units of signal-to-noise ratio, with noise power estimated as the lowest singular value of the sensor covariance matrix ([@bb0062]). This weight normalization step is commonly used to compensate for the depth-bias inherent in beamforming. However, because all our analyses are scaled to the signal strength, this step does not affect the results of the study at all. Signals were filtered at 0--80 Hz prior to beamforming.

2.6. Exploratory analysis of perilesional abnormalities {#sec2.6}
-------------------------------------------------------

As mentioned above, we are presenting a reanalysis of data from an experiment originally designed to assess adaptive right hemisphere activation in aphasia ([@bb0039]). The present study evaluates new methods for characterizing abnormal spontaneous activity in perilesional tissue in stroke patients. Although all statistical maps are corrected for multiple comparisons across voxels, we did not conduct additional correction across the multiple signal quantities (e.g., relative delta power, theta power and multiscale entropy) assessed in this study. As such, the following analyses are exploratory in nature, and the methods identified as being the most sensitive and specific may be used in future confirmatory studies in which study design and statistical power are optimized to test specific hypotheses about perilesional electrophysiological abnormalities, such as their relationship to other indices of pathology (e.g., blood flow, metabolism, white matter disconnection).

### 2.6.1. SAM maps --- spontaneous activity during the intertrial interval {#sec2.6.1}

We tested for changes in the frequency content of spontaneous MEG signals using spectral analysis. At each voxel, the power spectrum of the virtual signal for each data epoch was computed using Welch\'s method in Matlab (Fast Fourier Transform of 500 ms Hamming windows with 50% overlap). Power spectra were averaged across epochs.

To evaluate quantitative parameters related to slowing of spontaneous activity, we computed measures of relative power from the resulting power spectra. Relative power of the delta (1--4 Hz), theta (4--7 Hz), alpha (8--12 Hz) and beta (15--30 Hz) frequency bands were calculated as the ratio of the power of each specific frequency band divided by the total power across 0--80 Hz. Computing relative power over the frequency spectrum avoids potential confounds introduced by the normalized beamformer weights ([@bb0028]) and effectively bases the analysis on spectral shape rather than levels of absolute power.

Besides measures based on the power spectrum, we also calculated MSE from the time series signal at each voxel; a detailed explanation of MSE calculations can be found in [@bb0010]. MSE is an increasingly popular technique from a family of techniques that have included approximate entropy (ApEn), introduced by [@bb7654], and the later refinement sample entropy (SampEn; [@bb6543]). Most entropy estimation methods are dependent on a choice of parameters, the most critical of which is the time scale on which successive samples are compared. MSE addresses the problem of time scale selection by successively averaging the signal across progressively larger scales, and computing SampEn at each scale, denoted by a scaling parameter. The original sampled time series is generally the finest time scale, while increasingly coarser scales are obtained by averaging successive values. Sample entropy is the negative natural logarithm of the conditional probability that two sequences of m consecutive data points, within a tolerance r, will remain similar following the addition of the next consecutive data point. The tolerance value r is a threshold for a binarized decision on whether two sequences are sufficiently similar to constitute a "match," and is commonly scaled by the standard deviation of the time series. Put simply, lower values of SampEn indicate time series that have more self-similarity: the shape of successive values centered around one time resembles that centered around other times. Both periodic and completely random signals (e.g., white noise) are low in sample entropy, while complex aperiodic signals (e.g., 1/f noise) are higher in sample entropy ([@bb0011; @bb0010]).

Sample entropy was calculated with the parameters m = 2 and r = 0.2 from scales 1--12, which corresponded to times scales of approximately 1.5--20 ms. The entropy values averaged across the 12 time scales were used for the MSE maps. There are no clear guidelines for choosing parameter values, though r values typically range between 0.1 and 0.25 and m values are either 1 or 2 (see [@bb8765] for a discussion of the optimal choices for m and r).

These methods produced whole-brain 3D-maps (including the infarcted regions) of relative power in each frequency band, and MSE. The maps were then warped into Talairach space by applying the transformation computed on anatomical images (see above), and interpolated to a final resolution of 5 mm^3^. The maps for patients and controls were compared using voxel-wise independent sample t-tests implemented in AFNI. All of the maps were thresholded at p \< 0.005, with a minimum cluster size of 10 voxels to keep the family-wise error rate at p \< 0.05. This threshold was based on Monte Carlo simulations from the 3dClustSim tool in AFNI using an FWHM of 8, as calculated previously with the same data ([@bb0039]).

### 2.6.2. SAM maps --- task activation {#sec2.6.2}

The SAM technique can also be used to map task-related neural activity using a pseudo-T statistic, which is a normalized measure of the difference in oscillatory power in a given frequency range between two time windows ([@bb0062]). Previous results have demonstrated that task-induced neural activity generally results in decreased oscillatory power in the 8--30 Hz range, both in simple sensory and complex cognitive paradigms ([@bb005]; [@bb0021]; [@bb0051]). Thus, we created single subject, pseudo-T SAM maps which quantified the change in 8--30 Hz power between the sentence listening period and the baseline intertrial interval. The values from these pseudo-T maps were subjected to group level analysis to assess neural activity related to sentence processing between patients and controls, as well as ROI analyses in patients to assess the correlation between perilesional spontaneous activities and task-induced activation of the homologous contralesional cortex.

### 2.6.3. ROI analyses {#sec2.6.3}

Voxel-wise statistical maps provide a good overview of differences between patients and controls, but are potentially affected by variability in the lesion extent across patients. To directly test the hypothesis that perilesional regions generate abnormal physiological activity, we analyzed changes in relative band power and MSE within specific regions of interest in both hemispheres.

To quantitatively assess the degree of dysfunction detected by the spectral and nonlinear measures we selected two atlas-based regions that consistently tended to border the anterior and posterior portions of lesions in most of the patients. To do so, we visually inspected the map of lesion overlap (see [@bb0039], Fig. 4a), and compared it with an atlas of 90 macroanatomical regions ([@bb0014]). From this inspection we identified the middle frontal gyrus as an ideal anterior ROI. Two regions from that atlas, labeled as "angular gyrus" and "inferior parietal lobe," were combined into a posterior ROI in each hemisphere. In each patient, the ROI was masked by the lesion maps in order to exclude lesioned voxels. On average, 22.67% (SD = 25) of the posterior ROI and 19.15% (SD = 19.46) of the anterior ROI were excluded due to lesion overlap.

The atlas-based ROIs provide a means to assess signal characteristics in consistent locations across subjects, but they are not truly "perilesional" in all subjects due to variability in lesion location and extent. Therefore, we also constructed customized perilesional and contralesional ROIs for each aphasic patient. The voxels immediately surrounding the lesion mask (downsampled to a 1 cm resolution) were identified in each participant, and as a control, the same region was defined in the undamaged right hemisphere by reflecting the perilesional mask across the sagittal axis in Talairach space and warping it back to individual space. Areas exhibiting FLAIR hyperintensity were not generally included in the perilesional ROIs, as they were included in the original lesion tracings. Only voxels containing a majority of gray matter were included in the perilesional ROIs, as estimated by automated anatomical segmentation of high-resolution T1 scans, performed in FSL software. This procedure produced ROIs containing structurally intact cortical tissue in all patients, even those with mainly subcortical infarcts.

Relative power and MSE values were then averaged across all included voxels within these ROIs and univariate ANOVAs were conducted to compare the averaged values between groups. Post-hoc comparisons were conducted using Tukey\'s HSD test.

The SAM analysis revealed that relative to the young controls, both patients and age-matched controls exhibited increased right hemisphere rolandic beta power compared to younger controls ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). To further investigate the signal characteristics in the rolandic region, we extracted averaged power spectra from bilateral rolandic ROIs which consisted of the pre- and post-central gyri as defined by the macroanatomical atlas.

### 2.6.4. Correlations with activity {#sec2.6.4}

To test whether perilesional abnormalities predict task-induced activation of homologous regions in the right hemisphere, we calculated Pearson correlations of intertrial MSE and relative power at the left perilesional ROIs with subsequent task-related activation (8--30 Hz power decrease during sentence listening compared to the intertrial interval) at respective contralateral homologous ROIs.

### 2.6.5. Single subject maps {#sec2.6.5}

One objective of the current study is to present a methodology to identify dysfunctional tissue within each individual patient. Thus, we present two approaches for creating single subject maps.

In one approach, we adopted a methodology used in [@bb0040] for voxel-based morphometry of individual patients. Briefly, unequal two-sample t-tests were performed at each voxel comparing an individual patient\'s score against the mean of each control group. To calculate the t-score at each voxel, the difference between each patient\'s score and each control group\'s mean was divided by a pooled variance estimate. This resulted in two t-maps for each patient: one vs. young controls and one vs. age-matched controls. These maps were overlaid on top of the individual structural MRI to identify the dysfunctional perilesional tissue on the individual subject level.

We also present an alternative approach for single subject mapping that does not require data from a control group. Specifically, z-score maps were created by comparing each voxel within an individual\'s brain against the mean and standard deviation calculated from all voxels within the brain (including the lesioned area). This approach highlights areas in which brain electrical activity differs strongly from the rest of the brain, and in our experience, does not show patterns of significant alterations within the brains of healthy control subjects.

### 2.6.6. Correlations between measures {#sec2.6.6}

To better understand the general relationship between spectral band power and MSE, as measures of neural activity, we calculated Pearson\'s correlations between MSE and relative power at each frequency band and between MSE and the ratio of low (delta + theta) to high (beta) frequency power. In controls, the whole cortex was used as an ROI. We also tested whether the relationship between spectral power and MSE would change as a result of brain pathology, by computing the correlations within the perilesional ROI.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1.1. Voxel-wise maps --- aphasia vs. controls {#sec3.1.1}
-----------------------------------------------

[Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} presents the comparison maps of relative power and MSE between groups and [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} summarizes these results for each hemisphere. Voxels with significant differences are colored and overlaid on an artificially darkened average anatomical image representing the lesion distribution across patients; the darker regions correspond to areas with greater lesion overlap. The highest lesion overlap occurred in the left inferior frontal and superior temporal areas, consistent with typical infarct patterns resulting from left middle cerebral artery occlusion, the most common cause of aphasia ([@bb0046]). [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} presents maps estimated from the baseline intertrial period and from the sentence listening and memory delay period of the task. Visual inspection indicates that the estimates from the two periods revealed very similar patterns of results, with slightly more sensitivity associated with the estimates from the baseline period. As such, the following section will focus on the findings from the baseline period, which represents a better estimation of spontaneous neural activity.

3.1.2. Patients vs. young controls {#sec3.1.2}
----------------------------------

In the left hemisphere, patients exhibited significantly increased delta and theta power and significantly reduced beta power and MSE posterior to the region of maximal lesion overlap. Patients also exhibited reduced beta power and MSE anterior to the region of maximal lesion overlap.

In the right hemisphere, patients exhibited significantly reduced delta and theta power in the superior temporal, inferior parietal and rolandic regions. Patients also exhibited increased rolandic beta.

3.1.3. Patients vs. age-matched controls {#sec3.1.3}
----------------------------------------

In the left hemisphere, patients exhibited significantly increased delta and theta power and significantly reduced beta power and MSE posterior to the region of maximal lesion overlap. Patients also exhibited reduced beta power and MSE anterior to the region of maximal lesion overlap.

There were no significant differences between patients and age-matched controls in the right hemisphere.

3.1.4. Age-matched vs. young controls {#sec3.1.4}
-------------------------------------

In general, both control groups exhibited similar relative power values across the whole brain. Differences were noted in the delta, theta, and beta bands. Specifically, age-matched controls exhibited decreased left hemisphere delta power in the posterior temporal areas and significantly decreased right hemisphere theta power in the inferior parietal, rolandic and inferior frontal areas, relative to younger controls. Age-matched controls also exhibited bilaterally increased beta power in rolandic regions (precentral and postcentral gyri).

3.2. Task activation {#sec3.2}
--------------------

[Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}a--c presents the group level activation maps for patients and controls; activation is reflected as the magnitude of a 8--30 Hz power reduction (desynchronization). Young and age matched controls exhibited primarily left lateralized ventral activation. In the patients, left hemisphere activation is localized to the perilesional tissue anterior to the lesion while right hemisphere activation in the patients was localized to the contralateral homologues of the lesioned and perilesional tissues. These maps are thresholded by activation magnitude (effect size), as the average pseudo-T value across subjects. An arbitrary effect size threshold of 0.5 is used here to avoid differences in the extent of statistically significant activation related to different numbers of subjects in the three groups. The activation magnitude maps are shown here to demonstrate the increased degree of right hemisphere activation in stroke patients, as the region of interest analysis ([Section 3.3.5](#sec3.3.5){ref-type="sec"}) examined correlations between perilesional dysfunction and compensatory activation of the right hemisphere.

[Fig. 2d--f](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} presents statistical maps comparing task-related 8--30 Hz desynchronization between groups. Compared to the young and age-matched controls, the patients exhibited a significant deficit in desynchronization ([Fig. 2d--e](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}; reflected by positive t-values) in the temporoparietal junction. Increased right hemisphere activity in patients reached statistical significance relative to the young controls ([Fig. 2d](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}) but not compared to the age-matched controls ([Fig. 2e](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). The presence of right-hemisphere activation was highly variable across patients. Therefore, we conducted subsequent ROI-based correlation analyses to assess possible associations between the degree of left-hemisphere perilesional dysfunction and right-hemisphere task activation ([Section 3.3.5](#sec3.3.5){ref-type="sec"}). The age-matched controls exhibited increased left hemisphere rolandic desynchronization relative to young controls.

3.3. Region of interest analyses {#sec3.3}
--------------------------------

### 3.3.1. Atlas-based anterior ROI {#sec3.3.1}

[Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}a--b presents the power spectra extracted from the four atlas-based ROIs. In the left hemisphere anterior ROI, there was a significant main effect of group for relative beta power, F(2,55) = 5.840, p \< 0.01. Post-hoc analyses using Tukey\'s HSD test revealed that beta power was significantly lower in patients (M = 0.185, SEM = 0.011) when compared to the young (M = 0.218, SEM = 0.011) and age-matched controls (M = 0.253, SEM = 0.018). The main effects of relative delta, F(2,55) = 1.767, p = 0.181, theta, F(2,55) = 2.409, p = 0.099 and alpha, F(2,55) = 0.538, p = 0.587, were not significant.

There was also a main effect of MSE, F(2,55) = 6.240, p \< 0.01; MSE was significantly lower in patients (M = 1.784, SEM = 0.012) when compared to the young (M = 1.837, SEM = 0.013) and age-matched controls (M = 1.852, SEM = 0.021).

In the right hemisphere, there were no significant main effects of relative delta, F(2,55) = 1.711, p = 0.190, relative theta, F(2,55) = 2.006, p = 0.144, relative alpha, F(2,55) = 0.171, p = 0.844, relative beta, F(2,55) = 1.643, p = 0.203, or MSE, F(2,55) = 0.730, p = 0.487.

### 3.3.2. Atlas-based posterior ROI {#sec3.3.2}

In the left hemisphere posterior ROI, there were significant main effects of relative power in the delta, F(2,55) = 5.992, p \< 0.01, theta, F(2,55) = 12.331, p \< 0.001 and beta, F(2,55) = 10.106, p \< 0.001, frequency bands. Post-hoc analyses revealed that delta power was significantly higher in patients (M = 0.110, SEM = 0.001) when compared to the young (M = 0.090, SEM = 0.001) and age-matched controls (M = 0.073, SEM = 0.011). Theta band power was also significantly higher in patients (M = 0.115, SEM = 0.005) when compared to young (M = 0.090, SEM = 0.005) and age-matched controls (M = 0.076, SEM = 0.008). The patients also exhibited significantly reduced relative beta power (M = 0.160, SD = 0.010) when compared to the young (M = 0.210, SD = 0.010) and age-matched controls (M = 0.237, SD = 0.017). There were no significant group differences in relative alpha power, F(2,55) = 0.544, p = 0.446.

There was also a significant main effect of MSE, F(2,55) = 9.636, p \< 0.001. Patients exhibited significantly decreased MSE (M = 1.755, SEM = 0.011) when compared to the young (M = 1.843, SEM = 0.011) and age-matched controls (M = 1.821, SEM = 0.017).

In the right hemisphere ROI, there was a marginally significant main effect of group for relative delta power, F(2,55) = 2.796, p = 0.069. However, post-hoc analyses with Tukey\'s HSD test revealed no differences between the patients (M = 0.078, SEM = 0.005), and the young (M = 0.092, SD = 0.005) and age-matched controls (M = 0.076, SEM = 0.008). There were no main effects of group in the theta, F(2,55) = 2.338, p = 0.106, alpha, F(2,55) = 0.310, p = 0.310 and beta, F(2,55) = 2.113, p = 0.131, frequency bands. The main effect of MSE was also not significant, F(2,55) = 0.100, p = 0.905.

### 3.3.3. Perilesional ROI {#sec3.3.3}

[Fig. 3d](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} presents the locations of a perilesional ROI and its contralesional mirror ROI in one sample subject, along with the power spectra averaged across subjects from the two ROIs. Note that the ROI does not appear perfectly symmetrical in both hemispheres due to the distortion of the left hemisphere structures by the lesion. Paired t-tests revealed that the perilesional ROI exhibited significantly increased delta, t(24) = 5.15, p \< 0.001, and theta power t(24) = 7.051, p \< 0.001 as well as significantly reduced beta power, t(24) = 11.475, p \< 0.001, compared to the contralesional ROI. The difference in relative alpha power was not significant, t(24) = 1.464, p = 0.156.

The left hemisphere perilesional ROI also exhibited significantly reduced MSE, t(24) = 6.578, p \< 0.001, when compared to the contralateral mirror ROI.

### 3.3.4. Rolandic ROI {#sec3.3.4}

[Fig. 3e](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} presents the average power spectra from the bilateral rolandic ROIs for all groups. Across both hemispheres, differences between spectra are most notable along the beta band. Specifically, right hemisphere beta power is increased for the patients and age-matched controls, while left hemisphere beta is increased only for the age-matched controls.

### 3.3.5. Correlations with homologue task activation {#sec3.3.5}

[Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} presents scatterplots of right hemisphere homologue task activation as a function of intertrial MSE and relative power in left hemisphere perilesional areas. Perilesional relative delta power was positively associated with right hemisphere homologue task activation (r(23) = 0.516, p \< 0.01), while perilesional MSE was negatively associated with right hemisphere homologue activation (r(23) = −0.540, p \< 0.01). There were no significant correlations between right hemisphere task activation and perilesional relative theta (r(23) = 0.321, p \> 0.118), relative alpha (r(23) = −0.164, p = 0.433), and relative beta (r(23) = −0.271, p = 0.191).

3.4. Single subject mapping {#sec3.4}
---------------------------

Thresholded single subject maps of relative theta power and MSE are shown in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} for one patient with a perisylvian lesion and one patient with a subcortical lesion. For both patients, MSE was reduced and theta was increased. The magnitude and spatial extent of perilesional dysfunction as detected by the t-score and z-score methods were comparable. To illustrate the sensitivity of the different measures for single subject mapping and to estimate the incidence of detectable abnormalities in perilesional tissue in individual patients, we calculated the proportion of voxels that exhibited significant t-scores vs. age-matched controls (p \< 0.05, uncorrected), within each individual\'s perilesional ROI ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}).

3.5. Correlations between MSE and spectral band power {#sec3.5}
-----------------------------------------------------

[Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} presents correlations of MSE and relative band power across the entire cortex for controls and in the perilesional areas of patients. In the young controls there were significant negative correlations between MSE and relative delta, r(22) = −0.638, p \< 0.01, relative theta, r(22) = −0.702, p \< 0.01, and the (delta + theta)/beta ratio, r(22) = −0.828, p \< 0.01. MSE also positively correlated with relative beta power, r(22) = 0.815, p \< 0.01. MSE did not correlate with relative alpha power, r(22) = 0.043, p = 0.849. As demonstrated in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}, the same pattern of correlations between MSE and spectral power was also present in the age-matched controls and in the perilesional tissue.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

This study illustrates a novel approach to the characterization of altered spontaneous electrical activity generated by perilesional areas following stroke. Building on previous EEG and MEG studies, both spectral and nonlinear analyses of electrophysiological data revealed robust group differences between patients with stroke and healthy controls, and between the affected and unaffected hemispheres (e.g., [@bb0017]; [@bb0016]; [@bb0055; @bb0054]). Whereas previous studies of spontaneous electrical activity in stroke have largely focused on increased low frequency signals, the present study presents a method for source analysis of low amplitude high frequency activity, and characterization of signals using nonlinear algorithms in source space.

The analysis of different signal measures in a common source space allowed us to evaluate differences in sensitivity between them. For example, SAM maps of reduced MSE and relative beta in patients vs. controls revealed significant voxels in areas anterior and posterior to the areas of maximal lesion overlap, while maps of increased relative theta and delta revealed significant voxels only posterior to the lesion zone. This is further confirmed by ROI analyses demonstrating that MSE, delta, theta, and beta measures were sensitive to changes in the posterior ROI, while only MSE and beta power were sensitive to dysfunction in the anterior ROI. This particular distinction between the anterior and posterior regions most likely reflects the idiosyncratic nature of the present sample of patients, whose lesions were distributed in various areas centered on the left perisylvian cortex. However, these results suggest that reductions in MSE and beta power may be equally or even more sensitive than the more commonly used measures of low-frequency power increase.

Some limitations apply for this study, and suggest directions for future research. One limitation is that true "resting" MEG data were not available in these patients. Patients were originally recruited for an MEG study of language processing, and the timing of the procedures was optimized to maximize sensitivity for that study. In the present reanalysis of that MEG data, we examined "spontaneous" data from the intertrial interval of the language task. Similar results were obtained from data in the task periods. Thus, there is some concern that the brief intertrial intervals included task-related neural activity 'spilled over' from the previous trial. However, given that neural activity results in a decrease in 8--30 Hz power ([@bb005]; [@bb0021]; [@bb0051]), such spillover would result in reduced 8--30 Hz power for active tissue relative to inactive tissue. Our results demonstrated the opposite: perilesional tissue exhibited reduced beta-band power (15--30 Hz) relative to healthy tissue from both control groups.

Nonetheless, true resting data would be desirable. Based on the present findings, we now consider it worthwhile to routinely collect at least 5 min of resting data from stroke patients participating in MEG studies. Studies underway in our laboratory are also assessing correlations between perilesional MEG abnormalities and MRI-based measures such as white matter integrity (assessed with FLAIR and diffusion tensor imaging) and blood flow (assessed with arterial spin labeling). These studies have the potential to reveal the underlying mechanisms that may contribute to tissue dysfunction, such as white matter disconnection and hypoperfusion.

Another limitation of the present study is the difficulty in conducting group statistical analysis in a heterogeneous sample of patients. The patients did have some commonalities: all had a single left-hemisphere stroke impinging on perisylvian language regions, leading to aphasia but there was also considerable variability in aphasia symptoms, and lesion location and extent. We dealt with this heterogeneity by conducting several complementary analyses, based on whole-brain mapping, consistent atlas-based ROIs, and customized perilesional ROIs. Each had drawbacks: the whole-brain mapping ignores the lesion location, the atlas-based ROIs are perilesional in some subjects but not others, and the customized perilesional ROIs have widely variable size and location across participants. Fortunately all analyses converged on the same conclusions: perilesional tissue consistently exhibited reduced high frequency activity and MSE, and in some regions also showed increased low frequency activity. In fact, we anticipate that the methods presented in this paper will ultimately be more useful for analysis of individual patients in a clinical/therapeutic context (see [Section 4.3](#sec4.3){ref-type="sec"}), obviating the problems associated with group analysis.

Together, the findings support the utility of both spectral and nonlinear time series measures in source space to identify neural dysfunction in the perilesional tissue, and suggest that identification of increased delta-range activity alone may provide an incomplete characterization of altered spontaneous neural dynamics after stroke.

4.1. Relationship between spectral and nonlinear measures {#sec4.1}
---------------------------------------------------------

While there were differences between maps based on spectral measures and multi-scale entropy, they were overall quite similar, raising the question of whether these techniques provide complementary information, or instead represent two ways of quantifying essentially the same phenomenon. Besides the visual comparison of statistical maps generated from both techniques, we also assessed direct correlations between MSE and spectral power across subjects in patients and controls, testing whether there was a close association between these measures in normal, healthy tissue. In all groups, MSE was positively correlated with beta power, but negatively with delta and theta power, and not significantly correlated with alpha power. Thus, MSE seems to closely covary with the ratio of higher frequencies to lower frequencies in an electrophysiological signal, at least at the time scales that we assessed. This intuition was confirmed by directly assessing the correlation between MSE and the (delta + theta)/beta power ratio, which was stronger than the correlation with any individual frequency band. A similar conclusion was reached by [@bb006] who compared SampEn and spectral measures in EEG obtained from adults during wakefulness and sleep, and also obtained similar results from simulated EEG signals.

One difference noted between the spectral measures and MSE related to the effects of aging deserves some special scrutiny. We did not observe any differences in MSE between the younger controls and the age-matched controls ([Fig. 1c](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). However, age-matched controls exhibited bilateral increased relative beta power, and decreased delta/theta power, which seemed to be a general effect of aging rather than an indication of disease-related pathology. This general speeding of the signal is also present in the unaffected right hemisphere of the patients, when compared to the young controls. Furthermore the power spectra from the right rolandic ROI ([Fig. 3e](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}) clearly shows increased beta power for both patients and age-matched controls.

This finding is in line with previous reports of age-related speeding of electrical activity. [@bb006] found decreased relative delta and increased relative beta associated with aging during wakefulness and sleep. [@bb0015] also found reduced delta associated with aging during sleep, while [@bb0030] found a significant negative correlation between age and delta/theta power measured during sleep. This speeding of the frequency spectrum may seem contrary to behavioral and electrophysiological studies demonstrating age-related increases in the latency of response time and ERPs ([@bb0049]). However, [@bb0023] proposed that the speeding of the frequency spectrum may actually reflect compensatory speeding of firing rates. Specifically, the authors suggest that aging associated increases in conduction delays will progressively increase the phase difference between synchronized neurons until they are in antiphase. To compensate, one neuron must double the firing rate to realign their excitability peaks. This compensatory speeding will be reflected as a shift of the frequency spectrum from low to high frequencies. It should be noted that the authors hypothesized aging related increases in gamma power while we observed increased beta. This is likely due to the fact that the speeding was observed in the rolandic regions where idle beta activity is dominant ([@bb0048]). Our findings are consistent with a previous report of increased relative and absolute beta power in older adults compared to younger adults ([@bb9876]).

Notably, the MSE measures were not significantly affected by this increase in relative beta power present in older participants. Therefore, it is possible that MSE could provide a more specific indicator of perilesional dysfunction in stroke, dissociable from the effects of aging. Future studies including larger groups of participants at various age levels are needed to fully dissociate the role of aging in altered neural dynamics commonly seen in patients with neurological disorders.

4.2. Compensatory right hemisphere activation {#sec4.2}
---------------------------------------------

The activation maps presented here converge with a multitude of studies demonstrating right hemisphere language activation in chronic aphasia ([@bb0041]; [@bb0060]; [@bb0061]). Specifically, we found a bilateral pattern of activation in aphasic patients during language processing, while the younger and older controls exhibited strong left-lateralization. Despite the bilateral pattern seen in the patients, increased right-hemisphere activation in the patients as a group was not statistically significant compared to the age-matched controls ([Fig. 2e](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). This may be due to the low power resulting from a smaller group of older controls, but is also related to the high degree of variability across the patient group in lesion characteristics and right-hemisphere activation. In our previous study with this cohort, we characterized the relationship between language comprehension performance and differential activation to sentences of varying difficulty levels, finding a correlation between right hemisphere activation and successful comprehension ([@bb0039]). However, in that study, positive correlations with performance were not generally in homologous regions to those associated with comprehension performance based on lesion analysis; this suggests that compensatory activity may reflect adaptive recruitment of alternative strategies rather than homologous takeover of the same cognitive functions.

In the present study, we examined a simpler contrast of sentence listening vs. the prestimulus baseline, to test whether there was any association between the degree of right hemisphere activation present in each patient and the degree of perilesional dysfunction detected during the intertrial period. We did find such an association: perilesional dysfunction (increased slowing and reduced entropy) was correlated with task activation in the right hemisphere homologue of the perilesional tissue. Thus, the current results provide evidence for homologous takeover during basic sentence processing, which is modulated by the magnitude of the left hemisphere dysfunction. Some authors have suggested that the activation of right hemisphere homologues of the language areas may reflect a release of transcallosal inhibition from the damaged left hemisphere ([@bb0032]; [@bb0058]). The current findings are consistent with this hypothesis, but do not test this hypothesis directly. We are currently exploring effective connectivity analyses to directly test the hypothesis of transcallosal inhibition in stroke.

4.3. Identifying targets for non-invasive stimulation-based intervention {#sec4.3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The role of right hemisphere activation in residual language processing is still debated though evidence suggests that the best outcome is associated with a reintegration of the surviving perilesional regions into the language network ([@bb0050]). Therapeutic studies of noninvasive brain stimulation typically aim to increase the activation of structurally intact perilesional cortex, either by direct excitatory stimulation of that tissue ([@bb0031]; [@bb0053]), or by inhibitory stimulation to the contralateral hemisphere ([@bb001]; [@bb003; @bb002]; [@bb0025]; [@bb0027]; [@bb0043]; [@bb0034]; [@bb0044]; [@bb0057; @bb0056]; [@bb0063]; [@bb0065]; [@bb0068]). However, there is also evidence of beneficial outcomes associated with excitatory right hemisphere stimulation ([@bb0018]). It is likely that a multitude of factors contribute to the overall relationship between stimulation site and behavioral outcome, including lesion size, location, pre-stroke laterality and structural and functional integrity of the perilesional tissue.

The methods demonstrated here provide a means to identify dysfunctional perilesional tissue potentially suitable for physiological interventions such as transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS). The fact that stimulation of the perilesional cortex can improve behavioral outcomes suggests that the dysfunctional perilesional tissue has the capacity for successful reintegration into the language network. Critically, such regions may be ideal targets for intervention as numerous studies have demonstrated that the best clinical outcome in aphasia is associated with reactivation of the perilesional tissue. The single subject mapping approaches presented here provide a means to identify tissue within an individual patient that is most likely to benefit from non-invasive stimulation, and could also allow researchers to assess both short-term and long-term changes in cortical activity induced by the stimulation. It should be noted that the single subject maps from some patients did not show perilesional dysfunction. As such, it stands to reason that these patients may not benefit from direct perilesional stimulation. The clinical utility of the single subject maps lies in its ability to identify ideal candidate patients and brain regions for stimulation-based rehabilitation. Thus, mapping of perilesional dysfunction is likely to play an important role in the future development of physiologically informed neurorehabilitation programs in stroke.
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![Voxel-wise contrasts from baseline (upper) and sentence listening (lower) periods of the task. T-test maps of relative power and MSE overlaid on top of an artificially darkened render representing the lesion distribution across patients; darker regions correspond to areas with greater lesion overlap. The maps contrast patients minus young controls (A), patients minus age-matched controls (B), and age-matched controls minus young controls (C). Active voxels are color coded according to the magnitude of difference and thresholded at p \< 0.05, corrected.](gr1){#f0005}

![Task activation maps. Pseudo-T maps (left panel) presenting an 8--30 Hz event related desynchronization during the sentence listening period of the task for patients (A), young controls (B) and age-matched controls (C). These maps represent the average magnitude of activation across subjects (effect size), and are thresholded at an arbitrary level of 0.5, to avoid differences related to different numbers of subjects in the groups. T-test maps (right panel) contrast patients minus young controls (E), patients minus age-matched controls, and (F), age-matched minus young controls. Active voxels are color coded according to the magnitude of difference and thresholded at p \< 0.05, corrected.](gr2){#f0010}

![Power spectra averaged across all voxels from the atlas-based (top), perilesional and contralateral (middle), and rolandic (bottom) ROIs. Spectra from homologous ROIs are plotted together: left hemisphere in blue and right hemisphere in red. Spectra are plotted separately for patients (A), young controls (B), and age-matched controls (C). Spectra from the perilesional and contralateral ROIs, averaged across all subjects, are plotted together (D): left hemisphere in blue and right hemisphere in red. The displayed lesion and perilesional ROIs are from the single sample subject. (E) Averaged spectra from the three groups are plotted together for the left (top) and right (bottom) rolandic ROIs. Shaded regions represent the standard error of the mean power estimate.](gr3){#f0015}

![The magnitude of contralateral homologous task activation (8--30 Hz ERD) plotted as a function of perilesional relative delta, theta, alpha, beta, and MSE (B). Pearson\'s correlations are presented with each figure. \*Significant at p \< 0.05.](gr4){#f0020}

![Single subject maps. Maps of baseline relative theta (right) and MSE (left) are presented for a patient with a left hemisphere perisylvian lesion (A) and a patient with an anterior subcortical lesion (B). T-score maps were computed by comparing the single subject\'s value at each voxel vs. the mean and standard deviation of the young (upper) and age-matched (middle) control groups. Z-score maps (lower) were computed by comparing each voxel vs. the mean and standard deviation of all voxels in the individual\'s brain. Active voxels are color coded according to the magnitude of difference and thresholded at p \< 0.05, uncorrected.](gr5){#f0025}

![Bar graph illustrating the proportion of participants with significant perilesional changes in relative power and MSE compared to the age-matched controls (significant single subject t-scores; p \< 0.05, uncorrected). The colored bars represent different proportions of the perilesional ROI with significant voxels.](gr6){#f0030}

###### 

Summary of the results from the SAM analysis of spontaneous activity within each hemisphere. 'Increased' indicates the contrast yielded at least one significant cluster of positive voxels (p \< 0.05, corrected), 'decreased' indicates the opposite; Ns. = no significant clusters.

                     Patients minus young controls   Patients minus age-matched controls   Age-matched minus young controls                     
  ------------------ ------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ----- ----------- -----------
  Delta (1--4 Hz)    Increased                       Decreased                             Increased                          Ns.   Decreased   Ns.
  Theta (5--7 Hz)    Increased                       Decreased                             Increased                          Ns.   Ns.         Decreased
  Alpha (8--12 Hz)   Ns.                             Ns.                                   Ns.                                Ns.   Ns.         Ns.
  Beta (15--30 Hz)   Decreased                       Increased                             Decreased                          Ns.   Increased   Increased
  MSE                Decreased                       Ns.                                   Decreased                          Ns.   Ns.         Ns.

###### 

Correlations of MSE and relative power. Correlations were computed across subjects, between MSE and relative delta, theta, alpha & beta averaged across the whole cortex for controls and across perilesional tissue for patients.

                            Young controls                                 Age-matched controls                           Patients
  ------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------
  Delta                     −0.638[\*\*](#nstbl2.1){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.785[\*](#nstbl2.2){ref-type="table-fn"}     −0.856[\*\*](#nstbl2.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Theta                     −0.702[\*\*](#nstbl2.1){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.757[\*](#nstbl2.2){ref-type="table-fn"}     −0.855[\*\*](#nstbl2.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Alpha                     0.043                                          −0.285                                         0.222
  Beta                      0.815[\*\*](#nstbl2.1){ref-type="table-fn"}    0.844[\*\*](#nstbl2.1){ref-type="table-fn"}    0.810[\*\*](#nstbl2.1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Delta--theta/beta ratio   −0.828[\*\*](#nstbl2.1){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.851[\*\*](#nstbl2.1){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.938[\*\*](#nstbl2.1){ref-type="table-fn"}

p \< 0.05.

p \< 0.01.
